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of a machine, natural energies that would otherwise flow
away without accomplishing work into other dynamic forms
productive of work.
The transformation of the instinctive energy occurs through
its transference to an analogue of the object of the instinct.,
Just as a power station imitates a waterfall and thereby
gets possession of the latter's energy, so the psychic mechanism
imitates an instinct and thereby deprives it of its energy.
A good example of this is a spring ceremonial of the
Watschandies.1 After digging a hole in the earth they
surround it with bushes so that it suggests the'female genitals.
Around this hole they dance, holding their spears before
them in such a way as to simulate the erected penis. While
dancing about the hole they ^ thrust their spears into the
ground and cry: " Pulli nira, pulli nifa, wataka!" (non
fossa, non fossa, sed cunnus!) During the ceremony none
of the participants is allowed to look at a woman.
By means of the cleft in the ground the Watschandies
make an analogue of the female genitals, the object of the
natural instinct. By the reiterated shouting and the ecstasy
of the dance they suggest to themselves that the hole is
really the vulva, and, in order not tc have this illusion
disturbed by the real object of the instinct, none may look
upon a woman. We are dealing here with an indubitable
case of canalization of energy, and the transference of it to
an analogue of the original object by the imitation of the
sexual act2; by means of the dance, moreover, which is
really a mating-play, as with birds and other animals.
This dance has an extraordinary significance as a ceremony
of earth-impregnation and therefore takes place in the spring.
It is a magical act which has the purpose of transferring the
libido to the earth, whereby the latter receives an especial
1 Preuss, Globus, 86, p. 358, as well as Schultze, Psychology der
Naturudlkcr, p+ 168, and Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious, p. 167.
1 Compare this with the observation of Pechu£l-Loesche, Volkskundt
von Loango, 1907, p. 38. The dancers scrape the ground with one
foot and carry out specific abdominal movements at the same time.

